As a part of your heat pump system, a Bryant Model FV4 fan coil delivers superior comfort all year long. And, when installed with Bryant’s patented Thermidistat™ Control, you can give your comfort a lift with the extra-warm, extra comfortable Perfect Heat® and Perfect Humidity® functions. Perfect Heat can output heated air that is up to 20 degrees warmer than standard heat pump systems so the air coming from your vents will have a warm, cozy feel you’ll truly appreciate. With Perfect Humidity, you can enjoy the comfort and savings provided by up to 30 times the moisture removal of standard heat pump systems during cooling operation.
The Model FV4 uses environmentally sound Puron® refrigerant. For many people, that's an important consideration because Freon®-22*, the refrigerant most commonly used in fan coils, is gradually being phased out of existence due to concern over the Earth’s ozone layer. By choosing the Model FV4 with Puron refrigerant now, you are helping preserve the ozone layer with a product offering all the comfort of variable-speed operation and the reliability of our Puron family of products.

* The registered owner of Freon is E.I. Du Pont de Nemour & Co.

The Bryant Model FV4 fan coil delivers quiet, consistent and energy-saving comfort with variable-speed operation. You'll enjoy a nearly continuous stream of conditioned air that helps eliminate hot or cold spots throughout your home, allows for cleaner air through nearly continuous filtration, and saves money with its energy-conserving low speed operation. For continued savings with constant fan operation, you can run the fan continuously to improve ventilation and indoor air quality with minimal energy use.

Peace of Mind

Having a great warranty helps you enjoy your comfort with confidence. Bryant builds trusted reliability into every product, then provides additional peace of mind with excellent warranty protection.

To the original owner, the Bryant Model FV4 fan coil is covered by a 10-year parts limited warranty upon timely registration of your new equipment.* Ask your Bryant dealer about optional extended warranties, which may include labor.

*Warrant period is 5 years if not registered within 90 days. Jurisdictions where warranty benefits cannot be conditioned on registration will automatically receive a 10-year parts limited warranty. See warranty certificate at bryant.com for complete details.
Indoor Comfort Technology

1 ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND
Our Model FV4 fan coil is designed for use with Puron® refrigerant to provide years of environmentally sound, trouble-free performance.

2 ENHANCED COMFORT
Our Thermostatic Expansion Valve (TXV) ensures proper refrigerant flow during fluctuating pressures and conditions for top reliability and energy-efficient operation.

3 HIGH ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Variable-speed ECM blower motor provides the ability to match airflow with the best combination of energy efficiency and comfort. Nearly continuous low-speed operation saves money and operates quietly.

4 LASTING LOOKS AND PERFORMANCE
The sturdy, 20-gage cabinet is painted with a durable, scratch-resistant coating for years of corrosion-resistant good looks.

5 DURABILITY AND DRAINAGE
The Preferred™ Series drain pan is made of a high-tech, corrosion-free composite material. Integrated sloped drainage helps reduce build-up of mold, bacteria and other airborne pollutants.